ABSTRACT: This paper demonstrates the use of aqueous multiphase systems (MuPSs) as media for rate-zonal centrifugation to separate nanoparticles of different shapes and sizes. The properties of MuPSs do not change with time or during centrifugation; this stability facilitates sample collection after separation. A three-phase system demonstrates the separation of the reaction products (nanorods, nanospheres, and large particles) of a synthesis of gold nanorods, and enriches the nanorods from 48 to 99% in less than ten minutes using a benchtop centrifuge.
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KEYWORDS: Centrifugation, nanoparticles, separation, polymers, multiphase systems E xploiting the potential of nanoparticles in applications in self-assembly, electronics, diagnostics, and sensing 1,2 may require monodisperse populations. Many syntheses of nanoparticles produce polydisperse mixtures 3, 4 and techniques to enrich populations according to size, shape, and/or composition are useful. This paper describes a new technique for separating gold nanoparticles according to their rate of migration through a viscous medium under centrifugal force.
Gold nanorods are potentially useful in diagnostic applications due to their unique optical properties such as tunable plasmonic fields. 5, 6 They can support a longitudinal surface plasmon with a strong extinction peak in the red end of the visible or the near-infrared region of the spectrum; this characteristic suggests the use of gold nanorods as labels in biological imaging. 7 The resonant wavelength of nanorods depends on their size and aspect ratio. 8 Common preparations of gold nanorods, for example, those generated by the seedmediated synthesis, produce a variety of shapes. 8 Spheres, rather than rods, may comprise 5−20% (w/w) of the gold nanoparticles formed in a representative synthesis. 9 To establish the relationship between shape and optical properties of gold nanorods and to examine the use of nanorods in technological applications, it would be convenient to have subpopulations of a mixture produced by a reaction easily accessible.
Methods for the Separation of Nanorods. Sedimentation by centrifugation in the solvent used for the reaction (e.g., water or toluene) is a straightforward method to collect the reaction products generated in syntheses of gold nanorods. 10 Multiple rounds of centrifugation are, however, usually necessary to separate byproducts from rods. 11, 12 Other techniques used to separate monodisperse nanorods from mixtures are either time-consuming (e.g., size exclusion chromatography) 13 or require secondary chemical modification of the nanoparticles (e.g., gel electrophoresis). 14 The hydrodynamic behavior of particles depends upon their shape and size (Supporting Information, eqs 1−4). Geometric differences can be used to sort particles dynamically in a medium that has a lower density than the density of the particles (e.g., ρ Au = 19.3 g/cm 3 and ρ media = 1.0−1.4 g/cm 3 for aqueous solutions of sucrose). Viscosity amplifies the spatial separation between two particles with differences in hydrodynamic behavior.
Rate-zonal centrifugation uses the differences in hydrodynamic behavior to separate objects. 15−20 In this technique, the medium of separation consists of zones of different viscosity. These zones are prepared by layering solutions of a single chemical in a common medium (e.g., solutions of Ficoll or sucrose in water) at different concentrations. The use of multiple zones, rather than a single one, is intended to facilitate sample collection and improve enrichment in hydrodynamic separation by localizing bands of nanoparticles to narrow regions. The boundaries between the layers of different viscosities are, however, not thermodynamically stable; they are disrupted easily by convection created during acceleration/ deceleration of the centrifuge and by diffusion of boundaries during centrifugation. These instabilities make it more difficult to collect separated populations cleanly. Separation by ratezonal centrifugation, therefore, could benefit from a medium of centrifugation with sharp, well-defined, and stable interfaces between zones of different density and/or viscosity.
The Use of Aqueous Multiphase Systems (MuPSs) as Media of Separation for Rate-Zonal Centrifugation. This paper describes a new approach to size-and shape-dependent separation of nanoparticles through rate-zonal centrifugation using MuPSs as separation media. We use this method to separate the reaction product (nanorods) and byproducts (nanospheres and bigger particles) of a synthesis of gold nanorods.
Aqueous MuPSs are phase-separated mixtures of watersoluble polymers and/or surfactants. 21 Upon separation in a gravitational field (slow) or through centrifugation (more rapid), the phases of MuPSs order according to their densities. These phases are characterized by different physical properties, such as (importantly for rate-zonal separations) viscosity.
The physical properties of the phases of a MuPS (e.g., viscosity, refractive index, ionic strength) do not necessarily correlate with density. For example, a three-phase MuPS composed of Brij 35 (a nonionic poly(ethylene oxide)-based surfactant), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOZ), and Ficoll (a polysucrose) has a highly viscous middle phase bordered by phases with lower viscosities (cf., Table 1 ). The ability to design and generate stacked, distinct fluid phases based on a common solvent (e.g., water) with viscosities chosen to give the best results in hydrodynamic separation is the basis of the method of separating nanoparticles described here.
We have previously described the separation of objects based on their density by localization at the interfaces between the phases of MuPSs; this method can be described as "equilibrium density separation". 21 Here, we use rate-zonal centrifugation through the phases of a MuPS, which have different viscosities, to separate objects with identical densities but with different hydrodynamic behaviors.
Compared to layered but miscible media, MuPSs offer five advantages: (i) the phases (i.e., the layers) of MuPSs are thermodynamically stable; (ii) the sharp interfaces between the phases facilitate the collection of samples after separation; (iii) the viscosities of each phase can be controlled independently of density; (iv) the MuPSs can be prepared in advance of use and stored; and (v) the MuPSs reform readily by centrifugation if disrupted. Isolating objects in different zones, where each zone is at equilibrium and separated by an interface, simplifies the recovery of enriched species.
MuPSs are versatile and easy to tune for specific separations. 21 In layered miscible media, the viscosity and density of each zone correlate closely and cannot be decoupled from each other. In MuPSs, it is possible to access a range of viscosities for a given density by using different combinations (e.g., different chemicals, or different molecular weights of the same polymer) of solutes that phase separate. (cf., Supporting Information, Tables S1 and S2). Because of this tunability and inherent stability, MuPSs offer a valuable addition to the tools that can be used in hydrodynamic separations.
Synthesis of Nanoparticles. We used a seeded-growth method developed by Nikoobakht and El-Sayed, 22 with minor modifications, to synthesize gold nanoparticles with an aspect ratio of approximately 4:1. It is possible to produce nanorods with a higher aspect ratio (18:1), 23 but a smaller aspect ratio better demonstrates the sensitivity of our approach to hydrodynamic separation of objects based on shape; the difference in sedimentation rates between a sphere and a rod increases in proportion to the aspect ratio (Supporting Information, eqs 3 and 4). The evolution of the penetration of nanoparticles into an aqueous three-phase system composed of Brij 35 (8.7% v/v), PEOZ (10% w/v), and Ficoll (11.7% w/v) with time during centrifugation at 16 000g. The solvent of the suspension of nanoparticles (i.e., water) stayed as a clarified layer on top of the system, small nanorods (i.e., the desired product) penetrated slightly into the top phase, small nanospheres migrated to the middle phase, and large particles of both shapes sedimented to the bottom. a We include the densities (ρ, g/cm 3 ) and viscosities (η, cP) of each phase of this three-phase system composed of Brij 35 (8.7% v/v), PEOZ (10% w/v) and Ficoll (11.7% w/v). We designated entries whose counts of particles were less than five per field of view N.A. (not applicable).
b NS is the abbreviation for nanospheres.
c NR is the abbreviation for nanorods. d The number fraction of nanoparticles (θ), which is defined as the ratio of the counts of number of nanoparticles of certain shape to the total count of nanoparticles in each layer.
We concentrated as-synthesized nanoparticles produced in this method 20-fold by centrifugation of the reaction medium at 16 000g for 10 min. The concentrated solution contained 48% rods and 52% spheres. The length of the rods was in the range of 32−355 nm and the thickness of rods was in the range of 8−125 nm; the diameter of spheres was in the range of 18− 265 nm. We refer to this concentrated solution as "the suspension of nanoparticles".
Characterization of Populations of Nanoparticles. UV−vis spectroscopy allowed the characterization of the populations of nanoparticles, both before and after separation, by quantifying the plasmonic absorption bands of their solutions. The wavelengths absorbed by gold nanoparticles depend on their size and shape. 24 For these wavelengths (400− 1100 nm), the polymers and surfactants of the MuPSs we used in this work are transparent and do not contribute to the measured absorbance. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on these samples characterized the size and shape of the nanoparticles of each layer and allowed statistical analysis of the distribution of sizes and shapes of the isolated population. We used n > 1000 particles for each population.
Selection of Parameters and Medium of Separation. The speed and quality of separation of two objects by ratezonal centrifugation depends, in general, on the speed of centrifugation and the variables that determine the sedimentation coefficients of the objects (eqs 1 and 2 in Supporting Information). Additional considerations exist when working with MuPSs because of the existence of multiple phases and interfaces; appropriate centrifugation parameters must be chosen to prevent the interfaces from trapping nanoparticles (eq 8 in Supporting Information).
Finally, the nanoparticles must be compatible with all the phases of the MuPS used for separation. For our application, we selected a MuPS that was compatible with cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)-stabilized gold nanoparticles. We eliminated from consideration the systems comprising charged polymers and surfactants (e.g., poly-(methacrylic acid), polyallylamine, poly(acrylic acid), poly-(diallyldimethyl ammonium chloride), polyethyleneimine, and 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate). Upon interaction with CTAB-stabilized gold nanoparticles, these systems formed gel-like structures and precipitated the nanoparticles from the solution (data not shown). Nonionic chemicals such as dextran, Ficoll (a polysucrose), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOZ), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), Brij 35, and Pluronic F68 (a poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide) copolymer-based surfactant) were compatible with nanoparticles.
The large library of aqueous polymers and surfactants that form MuPSs offers a wide range of systems with different viscosities and densities that can be used as media in separations. 21 We investigated three-phase systems for this study to capture three main populations of the synthesis of nanorods that we use: small nanorods, small nanospheres, and bigger particles.
Determining the Viscosity of the Top Phase for the Separation of Nanoparticles. We designed a MuPS with a top phase (lowest density) that had a sufficiently high viscosity to delay the penetration of nanorods into the MuPS until the nanospheres, which have larger sedimentation velocities, migrated into the middle phase.
A solution containing a high percentage of nanorods should appear brown, while a solution containing mostly nanospheres should appear pink/red. 3 We evaluated the separation of these species by observing the formation of a narrow brown band of nanorods on top of a single-phase polymer system and the sedimentation of this band into the medium (i.e., a ratedependent separation of nanoparticles in a homogeneous medium). For this evaluation, we first examined dilutions of solutions of PEOZ (MW = 200 000 g/mol). When the concentration of PEOZ in a solution is varied from 4% (w/ v) to 35% (w/v), the viscosity of the solution covers a wide range (from 4 to 1100 cP, respectively) while its density increases by only 6% (Supporting Information, Table S3 ).
We layered a suspension of nanoparticles (100 μL) onto solutions of PEOZ (1 mL). We then sedimented the nanoparticles through these single-phase systems by centrifugation at 16 000g for different intervals of time (2−8 min) to determine the relationship between the effectiveness of separation and the viscosity of the layer (Supporting Information, Figure S1 ).
Viscosities greater than 65 cP were too high for the effective separation of nanorods and nanospheres into distinct populations within 8 min (i.e., we did not observe the formation of separate bands). In a solution with a viscosity of 19 cP, the nanorods started to penetrate into the system in less than 4 min (Supporting Information, Figure S1 ). Considering that the suspension of nanoparticles we use is polydisperse (i.e., we expect a continuum in penetration distance without clear boundaries between different sizes of particles), it is crucial for our method to delay the penetration of nanorods into the system until the band of nanorods is free of nanospheres. On the basis of these experiments, we concluded that a range for the viscosity of the top phase of a MuPS between 20 and 65 cP would produce an optimal separation. This conclusion was also supported by our attempts to separate populations of nanoparticles in two different systems (i) a two-phase system composed of PEG (20% w/v) and 1-O-octyl-β-D-glycopyranoside (5% w/v), with a low viscosity top phase (3.9 cP), and (ii) a three-phase system composed of PEG (13.3% w/v), dextran (10% w/v), and PEOZ (11.7% w/v) with a high viscosity top phase (69 cP). In the former case, the nanoparticles penetrated into the system without forming bands. In the latter case, even the larger particles could not advance into the middle phase in less than ten minutes of centrifugation at 16 000g (Supporting Information, Figure S3) .
Separation of Reaction Products of a Nanorod Synthesis. We prepared a series of three-phase MuPSs and measured the viscosity of each phase in order to evaluate their suitability as centrifugation media for enrichment of gold nanorods. The three phases of a MuPS should have viscosities that allow the three subpopulations of interest (i.e., nanorods, nanospheres, and larger particles) to be separated within 10 min of centrifugation. The top phase should retain the nanorods, which have the smallest sedimentation coefficient of the three subpopulations, while allowing the other populations to pass through within this time. The middle phase should be viscous enough to capture nanospheres while allowing the larger particles to pass to the bottom phase. Of the MuPSs that we tested, we obtained the best enrichment of gold nanorods in a three-phase system composed of Brij 35 (8.7% v/ v), PEOZ (10% w/v) and Ficoll (11.7% w/v) (Figure 1 ). The properties (density, ρ, and viscosity, η) of this system were (i) ρ top = 1.031 g/cm 3 , η top = 31 cP; (ii) ρ middle = 1.045 g/cm 3 , η middle = 542 cP; and (iii) ρ bottom = 1.112 g/cm 3 , η bottom = 139 cP.
We layered the suspension of nanoparticles on this threephase system and centrifuged these systems at 16 000g for 1− 10 minutes. The effect of time on the penetration of particles into this MuPS was monitored by eye and quantified using spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 1 shows an example of penetration of nanoparticles into this MuPS. During centrifugation, the small nanorods were enriched in the top phase of the MuPS and formed a brown band. The penetration of small nanospheres into the middle phase was visualized by the color change of this phase from transparent to red. After the complete migration of nanoparticles from the solution (i.e., suspension of nanoparticles) that was layered onto the MuPS, this solution appears as a transparent band at the top the MuPS. In this system, it took a 25 nm diameter sphere 3−4 min at 16 000g to migrate through the top phase and to begin to penetrate the middle phase. A nanorod (l = 36 nm, d = 11 nm) would sediment about four times more slowly than a sphere (Supporting Information, eqs 3 and 4), hence requiring 12− 16 min to travel through the top phase of the MuPS under these conditions. On the basis of these estimates, we expect optimal separation to require between 5−10 min of centrifugation.
We used a fixed angle benchtop centrifuge (VWR 1816) without temperature control to demonstrate simplicity of our method. We found reasonable agreement between the theoretical predictions and experimental results. The nanoparticles travel approximately three times more rapidly in the system that we use than predicted by theoretical calculations using eqs 2−4 (Supporting Information). We attribute this difference to the heating of the sample during centrifugation. This heating leads to a corresponding decrease in viscosity of the phases (the viscosity of the top phase drops from 31 to 12 cP with an increase from 22 to 28°C after 8 min of centrifugation at 16 000g in the centrifuge that we use).
We quantified the efficiency of the separation of nanoparticles by an aqueous three-phase system using TEM and UV−vis spectroscopy (Figure 2 ). In the top phase, nanorods were enriched to 99% (from 48% in the suspension of nanoparticles) and the average length and thickness of the nanorods was 36 ± 4 and 11 ± 1 nm, respectively. The amount of nanorods of similar size in other layers was less than 1%; these values demonstrate that the method we use here is highly shape-and size-dependent. Similarly, the middle phase contained 99% nanospheres with average diameters 25 ± 2 nm, indicating a decrease in polydispersity (Table 1 ).
In conclusion, we have developed a method using thermodynamically stable phases of liquids as separation media that offers an improvement for a known technique, rate-zonal centrifugation. Phase-separated media overcome the difficulties associated with conventional media (e.g., layered systems) such as the collection of samples after enrichment and the lack of stability over time. We expect this stability to be useful to enhance the separation of other objects such as proteins and DNA, where long periods of ultracentrifugation are typically necessary. In addition, the robustness of interfaces of the phase-separated systems allows scaling of the separations such that larger amounts of purified materials can be obtained by using bigger containers.
Characterization methods, pictures of time-dependent penetration of nanoparticles into other aqueous MuPSs under centrifugation, tables of viscosity and density of solutions of polymers and surfactants, and viscosities of different solutions with similar density. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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